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Context
In the past, Busans Buk-gu was the town center of the western Busan area with Gupo-naru
(port) as a major transportation hub but today only remains in existence as the old downtown.
To regain its past glory, Buk-gu started its Urban Regeneration New Deal Project in 2018, and
with it emerged the need to promote tourism of the original town center and its cultural
contents by creating a local brand of which the community is the main agent.

The project
• Develop identity design for “Gupo Beer,”
Busan’s first local cultural brand started by the
local government.
• Develop branding design for “GupoManse329,”
the first Gupo Beer that was launched.

The design process
[Observation and Source of Inspiration]
Visit local sites, explore beer factories, attend special
lectures given by experts.
[Research and Benchmarking]
Research the ecological, historical, and cultural
contents of Buk-gu, benchmark and analyze the
designs of craft beer, interview local residents.
[Process of Creative Design]
Draw up a brand mind map through “design thinking”
and “group creativity process,” which are distinct
features of the College of Design at DSU.
[Ideation]
Establish design and marketing positioning for the
brand and develop a signature prototype.
[Presentation and Feedback]
Present prototype and receive feedback.
[Brand Launch]
Present a combined brand identity (BI) for Gupo Beer:
the launch of “GupoManse329” beer.

Governance and Policy Making
The launch of Gupo Beer is a collaborative project among local public officials, businesses
and residents, and the university; it is the first local brand created by Busan’s local
government, a creative idea that began at a university developed into actual local cultural
content. It is a storytelling design based on the “newtro” interpretation of old downtown’s
historical and cultural resources, which no other new cities in Busan can offer.

Activism and Civic Participation
Students who participated in this course project found their source of inspiration through
caring observation and cooperated with the local community, which led to the
development of marketing positioning scenarios themselves. As a result of cooperation
and group creativity, not only did the students launch a “newtro”-styled storytelling brand
design but also drew up ideas for naming and editing future cultural products. In class
review the students revealed that the course instilled pride and affection for the local
community.

Social Interactions and Relations
Communicating with local government, residents and businesses made it possible to
design a brand that embraces the story of the community.

City and Environmental Planning
As the first culture creation project of the Urban Regeneration New Deal Project of Buk-gu,
Gupo Beer brand was successfully launched. The success has resulted in further plans for
collaborative works with community enterprises where local residents are the main
agents. Alternatively we could say, “As the pilot culture creation project.”

Production, Distribution and Consumption
The first Gupo Beer, “GupoManse329” was sold at “Mildang Brewing,” which is located
at Gupo station square and is run by the local government. As a local community brand
created by cooperation among private, public, and academic sectors, it has gained
nationwide popularity and high sales. There is now a plan to build a craft beer brewery
that will be run by residents.

key concept

Skill Training and Design Education
The project was realized through Dongseo University’s LINC+ industry-university cooperation
class of “Class Selling.” “Class Selling” is a unique class brand at DSU where local communitie
s or businesses grant a scholarship in return for which they can use the outcomes derived from
the course. Its distinct features are defining a new problem through observation and empathy,
and a group creativity process where private, public, and academic sectors all participate.

Job Creation
Students who were trained in this course could become experts on local community
cultural content creation while embodying DSU”s value of “the Only One.” They could also
be offered employment as designers at local enterprises in the future.

" local community cultural
content Designer"

Storytelling and Visualisation
“Newtro”-styled brand identity design that embodies the
storytelling of Buk-gu’s ecological, historical, and cultural
contents: the BI of “Gupo Beer” is based on folklore using a
friendly and humorous-looking Gupo turtle character with an
endless amount of beer gushing out from its mouth. The
storytelling of Buk-gu and Gupo’s ecological, historical, and
cultural contents are shown in the background. The first
Gupo Beer design that embraces the spirit of Busan’s firstever Manse Independence Movement of March 29, 1919:
the stories of the Manse Movement, wheat trading area, and
craft beer are shown in typographic illustrations, and they
express strength, achievement, significance of
independence, and the impression of taste.
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